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Epitaxial Deposits of Metals Evaporated on Salt Substrates 1 

Olive G . Engel 

Experimental daLa and theo retica l considerations re lat ing to the process of epitaxy are 
reviewe r!. The case of epitax.v resul t ing from vapor phase deposition of me tals on rock salt 
is consickred ill de tail and i t is concluci('d that a factor othe r than best fi t de termines the 
orientat ion. A model for epitaxy in metal- rock salt pairs is advanced which involyes ioniza
lion of the metal atoms on the surface. The epitaxial temperature is found to be related to 
the ion ization potential of the me tal fo r the ioni zat ion state to be expecte d. It is found that 
~he observed orie ntations of metals on rock sa lt a re those that wo uld be expected if s llch an 
Ion ization process occllrred, tha t is, if the orie ntat io n involved charged ions rathe r t han 
ne utral atoms. 

1. Introduction 

Th~ increasing importance that is being attached 
to thm ftlms has been pointed out by Holland [1],2 
and. a number of .appl~cation have been cited by 
LeWIS [2], who arbitrarilv defines "thin" to mean of 
the ?rder of 100. A .. Re·cently the Electron Physic 
SectIOn of the I atIOnal Bureau of Standards has 
needed films that are not only thin by this criterion 
but that also reLain the perfect orientation of a sinD"le 
crystal. Film of thi kind were required both for 
the electron interferometer of Marton [3] and for 
e:h"}Jeriment on the ingle inelastic scattering of 
electron. 

I .FC!r the in terieroll!-eter a thickness of 100 A is per-
mIssIble, but the smgle-erystal structure mu t be 
perf~ct enough so that the diffraction pattern will 
conSIst of sharply defined pots when an electron 
beam. is passed through the film. For the scattering 
exp.enments, films of a single ehemical specie were 

I de Ired, and to make negligible the possibility of 
plural and multiple inela tie cattering, a thickness ot less than 100 A wa indicated. It appeared that 
smgle-crysta~ metal film of this degree of thicknes 
would be sat.Isfactory for both applications, and that 
such films mIght be grown successfully on a substrate 
th~t would orient the .growing depo it. Knowledge 
gamed from an analysIs of the experimenLal data on 
the formation of such films, along with new additions 
to the theory, are presented in this review of the 
process of epitaxy. 

2 . Analysis of Existing Data 

The. term epitaxy has been coined by Royer [4] 
l.O deslgnaLe the onented overgrowth of one crystal
lIne substance on :;tnother. Although Royer 's work 
was concerned entIrely with growing a salt from its 
aqueou. olutIOn onto a single crystal of a different 
sal t, . epItaxy may also result when the deposit ma~ 
tenal IS condensed from the vapor phase onto the 
~ub trate, when the depo it material is electrodepos
Ited onto the su b trate, or when the deposit material 

I Work spomored by the Office of Nayal Research . -
, }' igures in brackels indicate the literature referen ces a(the end DC tbis paper. 
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is produced as a product of a chemical reaction that 
takes place on the urface of the substrate. 

Results of past experimental work have indicated 
two general conditions that are necessary for the 
formation of oriented single-crystal metal films. 
The care (1) a cm·Lain amount of fit between the 
la ttice of the substrate and that of the deposit ma
terial, and (2) a characteristic ubstrate temperature 
(epitaxial temperature) asso iated with every metal
ubstrate pair below which perfect orientation is 

not obtained. 
For usc in the interferometer and in the scattering 

experiments, the film must be removed from the 
sub trate. Rock salt, which is easily obtained in 
ingle-crystal form, and which can be removed from 

the metal films by solu tion in water, is a atisfaetor. 
substrate from this standpoint. By using substrate 
temperatures tha t are tabulated in the liLera ture for 
abo ut six metal-rock salt pairs, very thin films of a 
number of these metal have been condensed from 
the vapor phase by J. A. Suddeth and T . F . ~1cOraw 
of the Electron Phrsics Section of the National 
Bureau of tandards. Not all of Lhese fllm have 
desirable properties. The gold film are very nicely 
miented if the rock salt cleavage face is maintainecl 
at 400 0 0 during the deposition of the metal. They 
are transparent; blue light is transmitted . The,T 
have, however, the undesirable property that the}T 
co~lapse under their own weight at this extraordinary 
tluckness because of the low interatomic fmces of 
attraction between the gold atoms. Figure 1 is the 
electron d~ffraetion pa~telTl of one of the few gold 
films of tlus order of thlCkness Lhat were successfully 
mounted by Suddeth and ~cCraw. 

The electron diffraction patterns of silver film 
show tha t these films are well oriented if the cleavaD"e 
face of the rock sal t is maintained at 150 0 0 duri~g 
the deposition of the m etal. Silver films of thi 
order of thickness are sturdy but arc full of small 
holes. See, for example, the electron micrograph 
shown in figure 2, where the angular structure of the 
holes (angles of 45 and 90 degrees) clearly indicates 
the cubic la ttice type for silver. Johnson [5] ha 
followed the tructural changes of thin oriented silver 
films tha t were condensed in a vacuum on rocle-salt 
cleavage faces a a function of temperatuTe. For 
film of 1000 to 2000 A he found tha t rectangular 
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FIGURE 1. Electron diffraction pattern of a thin gold film FIGURE 2. Electron micrograph of a thin silver fiim evaporated 
evaporated onto the cleavage face of rock salt. onto the cleavage face of rock salt. 

holes appeared in the films. Their edges were alined 
with the [1l0] direction of the rock salt . H e attrib
u ted the effects to th e readj ustmen t of the orien ted 
smface under the influence of surface-tension forces. 

To extend experimental investigation to a variety 
of metals for which da ta are no t available in th e 
literature, it became desirable to be able to predict 
reasonably well no t only the best substrate for maxi .. 
mum orientat ion but also the characteristic epitaxial 
temperature to be expected for the pair. Generali
zations comparable to the rules of Royer [4] for epi
taxial deposits from solution do not exist in the case of 
condensation of metals from their vapors. The fol
lowing approach to th e problem is an analysis of 
existing data to find a basis on which such predic· 
tions can be made. 

2.1. Criterion of Best Fit 

In regard to the first condition , it appears that in 
the case of metal films deposited from the vapor in 
a vacuum too much importance has been given to 
th e degree of lattice fi t between the deposit and sub
stra te. This overemphasis of lattice fi t seems to 
have grown out of the extensive work of Royer [4], 

loa t and M enzies [6], and others on the epitaxy of 
aIts deposited on various substrates from solution 

under which condition the degree of fi t was appar
ently rather criti cal and the dielectric properties of 
the solvent played a. role. It was fur ther en trenched 

by th e mathematical treatment of F rank and van 
del' M erwe [7, 8]. R ecen tly, ho-wever , Schulz [9] 
has concluded , even for deposition from aqueous 
solu tion, that close atomic matching at th e in ter
face is no t required for an orien ted overgro wth . H e 
ob tained oriented films by deposition from the vapor 
phase. H e then dissolved th ese films by condensing 
water vapor on them . Finally, he Tegenerated the 
orien ted film by evapora tion of the water . In eval
uating his conclusion one must bear in mind tha t in 
th e method tha t Schulz used t he ions from an ori
en ted deposit were just barely brought in to solution 
by condensation of wa ter vapor onto th e film with
out a mechanical action so that the ions of the first 
oriented monolayer on being brought in to solu tion 
probably never strayed far from the site on th e sub
str .1te tha t they had occupied . In this way the 
orien ted nucleus in solution continued to exist. , 
P ashley [10] has oriented silver chloride on mica 
from th e vapor phase with a misfi t of - 24 percen t 
in spite of the fact that Royer [4] found the misfi t 
limit of rock-salt la t tice-type salts on mica from 
solu tion to be abou t 15 percen t. On the basis of 
this evidence Pashley has suggested that the method 
of growth of oriented deposits is an important factol' 
to be taken into account. . 

While epitaxy that results from crys tallizing the : 
deposit material from solution may take place under I 

fairly critical conditions of fit , results of experimen tal 
work on the deposition of metal films from th eir I 
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FIG URE 3. The {100 l, {110 l, and \111) faces of 
a cubic crustal struct1!re. 
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FIGURE 4. Silver on the \1001 face of rock salt at 
1500 C. 

. , Silver; X, sodium ion; 0 , chloride ion 

vapors have shown that there is a wide tolerance in 
fit in many cases in w11ich epitaxy has been found , 
and that the depositing vapor often chooses to con
den e in an orien tation with respect to the substrate 
that from the standpoint of fi t would be undesirable. 
To illustrate the point the orien tation of silver depos
iLed on Lhe {100 }, {110 }, and {Ill } faces of rock salt 
will b e reviewed (seo fig. 3) . 

Bruck [11] in depositing silver from the vapor in a 
vacuum onto tbe cube face of rock salt at the char
acte ri tic epitaxial temperature for ped ect orienta
tio:n on that face found that the silver single crystal 
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FIGURE 5. Silver on the { 1001 face of rock salt at 450 0 C. 
e, Silver; X , sodium ion; 0 , chloride ion 

27.5 % MISFIT HORIZONTAL 

27.5 % MISFIT VERTICA L 

FOUND 

2.5 % MISFIT HORIZONTAL 

2 .5 % MISFIT VERTICAL 

NOT FOUND 

FIG URE 6. Silver on the \1101 face of rock salt. 
e, Silvc~; 0 , chloride ion; X, sodium ion 

grows with its {l 00 } face resting on tIll' substrate 
and lying parallel to the cube edge oJ th e ro ck salt 
with 27.5-percent misfit in pite of the fact that it 
would have a bct tcr fit (2.5-pel'cent misfit ) if it grew 
turned a t 45 degrees to the sodium chloride cell 
(see fig. 4). Gharpurey [12] deposited sil ve r on the 
cleavage {100 } face of rock ' salt at fl,1l clevated tem
perature (450° 0) and found t lla t at this tempcrature 
the silver deposits with its {llO } face rcsting on the 
{100 } face of the rock salt. It was ioclined at 45 
d egrees to the rock-salt cube wi th misfits of 2.5 
p ercent and 27.5 perccnt along the two direc tions of 
thc rectangular parallelogram of the {110 } face oJ the 
silver cube. From figure 5 one sees that an orienta
tion parallel to the rock salt cube ,,'ould have given 
the samc percent misfits. It is, howeve l , not 
reported. 

Bru and Gharpurey [13 , 14] found that when 
silver is deposited from its vapor onto a {llO } face 
of rock salt , the {llO } face of the sil ve r rests on and 
is parallel to the {llO } face of )'ock salt . The misfi t 
is 27 .5 pOl'cen t in each direction considering the 
chlorine lattice. If the silver were rotated through 
90 degrees, the fit would be nearly perfect as is clear 
from figure 6, but t his orientation is not r eported . 
Similarly, on depositing silver from the vapor on to 
the {l ll } face of rock salt, they founel that the {l ll } 



face of silver was resting on the {Ill } face of sodium 
chlori.de (see fig. 7). The misfit on the {1 11 } plane 
is 27 .5 percent for the silver lattice. 

Bruck [11], who investigated the orientation of 
nine different metals on the cleavage face of ro <:k 
salt, observed that whereas the cubic face-centered 
metals grmv with their {100 } face resting on the 
{l OO } face of the rock salt and oriented in the same 
way as the rock salt (i . e. , with their cube edge 
parallel to the rock-salt cube), the cubic body
centered metals grew on the contact surface turned 
at 45 degrees to the rock-salt cube. In the case of 
the cubic body-centered metals, then, the orientation 
giving best fit is observed. 

From this evidence it appears that best fit is not 
the only criterion that determines whether or not 
epitaxy will occur in metals deposited from their 
vapors, or what orientation will be observed if it does 
occur. There appears to be some other factor 
involved that is more important than fit. An 
interpretation of the orientations that have been 
observed will be discussed at length in section 5, 
and the experimental observations reviewed here 
will be reexamined in the light of that discussion. 

Bruck found experimentally (by trial and error) 
the epitaxial temperature to produce single-crystal 
films of Cu, Pd, Au, Ag, Ni, and Al on the {100 } 
face of rock salt. He tabulated these temperatures 
along with the lattice constant for each of the metals 
as is reproduced in table 1 without advancing an 
eAJ)lanation for the differences in temperature. The 
most marked of these differences is that between 
silver and gold for which the lattice constants are 
nearly identical. Each of the metals listed has the 
cubic face-centered lattice. Three metals, Fe, Co, 
and Cr, for which Bruck was unable to reach the 
epitaxial temperature due to the fact that the rock
salt substrate sublimes at 540° C are not included in 
the table. 

TABLE 1 

Deposit Lattice Epitax ial 
metal constall t temperature 

--------------
A °C 

J\i 3.52 370 
eu 3. 130 300 
Pd 3. 86 250 
Al 4. 04 440 
Au 4. 07 400 
Ag 4. 08 150 
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FIGURE 7. Silver on the {111} face of Tock salt. 

• . Sil ver; O. chlorid e ion 

2 .2 . Epitaxial Temperature 

As has already been stated, one of the conditions 
for laying down an oriented deposit of a metal from 
the vapor phase onto a substrate is that there exists 
a minimum 'Substrate temperature, the epitaxial 
temperature, below which perfect orientation is not 
observed. 

Uyeda [15] has extended the investigation to a 
variety of substrates. 

The data of Bruck and those of Uyeda for the 
deposition of silver from tabulations given by Uyeda 
are listed directly in table 2. 

From this set of data it appears that the epitaxial 
temperature for orienting a given face parallel t.o the 
substrate (for example, the {100 } face of silver 
parallel to the {100 } face of galena, iron pyrite, and 
rock salt) is not very different for different substrates. 
The temperature for laying the {I 00 }, {II O}, or 
the {Ill } face of a given material parallel to a given 
substrate, however, is different. Bruck observed 
that, in general, the most densely populated plane 
tends to go parallel to the substrate at a relatively 
low temperature; then comes the next most densely 
populated at a higher temperature, and so on. The 
most densely populated plane for cubic face-centered 
metals is the {111 } plane; for cubic body-centered , 
metals, it is the {110 } plane. 

The question of what determines the epitaxial 
temperature for a given element remains as yet 

TABLE 2 

Substrate Crystal Orientation Epitaxial I 
type tern perature 

°C 
Molybdeni te ___ C7 (0001 ) M~s211 (lll)Ag; [10IO]M os2 11 [11%. < 20 
Zincblende _____ B3, B4 (llOb s ll (llO)Ag; [llOlzns ll [llO]A, 80~100 
Galena ________ B1 (100)Pbs II (100)A.; [lOO]PbSII [lOO]A. lOO~150 

Iron pyrite ____ C2 (100)Yes211 (100)Ag; [lOO]FeS2 11 [100]Ag ",150 
Rock salL _____ B1 (100)NaClII (100)Ag; [100]Nacl ll [100]Ag 150 
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unanswered. SmolletL and Blaekman [16] have 
tated that is is hard to understand the temperature 

dependence of orientation in terms of critical misfi t 
[l l ~ne . . Although it has becn suggested that the 
epltaxJ~l temperatl~re may serve the purpose of 
expand mg. Lh e lattlCe, l1 C~ expansion c~n hardly 
play an llupor tanL role mce Eppel hmmer and 
Penman [17] have shown that the copper lattice 
constant increases only slightl:v over 1 percent 
bet:\reen 1~0 and 770° C, ~\rhiC~l is n.egligible in com
pan son WI th observed misfi t Jll epi taxy. N euh aus 
[18] has associated the epitaxial temperature with 
the lattice energy of the deposi t and has concluded 
that the oriented deposits are not the result of 
adsorption (partial energy exchange) but are the 
result of a true two-dimensional reaction (complete 
energy exchange). 

3 . Process of Epitaxy 

Since the fir t experimental work on orien ted 
deposits was done, attempts have been made to 
explain the observed orientations. At the end of a 
very ex~ensive .experimenta} inv~sti gation, Royer [4] 
ummarlzed hIS ob el'VatlOns m three empirical 

rules. These were (a) that within a certain tolerance 
the geometric distribution of lattice sites in the plane 
of the substrate and in that of the deposit should be 
identical or the distribution in one should be a 
simpl~ TI?-ultiple ~f that in the other, (b) that the 
?eposit IOns, whICh take positions that ubstrate 
Ions would have taken had the substrate continued 
to grow, should have the same polarity that the 
sub~tra.te ions would have had, and (c) that the type 
?f b~dmg ~etween elements of the deposit hould be 
IdentIcal wIth that between elements of the sub-
trate. He wrot.e the third rul.e with hesitancy since 

he was not cer tam that the eVIdence that was avail
able really proved it. Since then, Sloat and Menzies 
[6] found orientation of ammoniwu bromide and of 
cesium chloride deposited from aqueous solution onto 
a single crystal of silver. They interpreted the 
observed ori~ntation .by assig?ing positive charges of 
not necessarIly effectIvely Ulllt value to the atoms of 
t~e silver crystal: ~hey assumed that these charges 
aImed the negatIve IOns that form lattice .planes in 
the. salts. J?hnson [19] found epitaxy between 
odIUm chlonde deposited from solution onto ori

ented films of silver , which had the {l00 } and the 
{ 111 } planes parallel to the surface, and on poly
cr¥stalline silver sheet. .H e concluded tha t Royer's 
thll'd rule should be modIfied or abandoned. 

One of the earliest of the theoretical treatments of 
epitaxy was that of Di;xit [20]. H e considers that 
the first layer of adsorbed atoms in random la teral 
motion on an unattractive (amorphous) solid surface 
~ay be r~presente~ as a two-dimensional gas obey
mg essentIally the Ideal gas equation 

'ffA= RT. (1) 

H ere 'ff is the two-dimensional pressure, A is the 
surface area P~I; .adsorbed molecule, R is the gas 
constant., and 1 IS the temperature of the surface. 
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The two-dimen lonal pressure 7r is giv n by 

(2) 

where 'Yo is a constant and 'Y is th e surface lens ion 
B}~ substituting the value of 'Y given by the R am ay~ 
ShlClds equation, and by substitu tino' succe ive'tv 
the area per molecul~ in the. {100 }, {I to }, ancl {Ill} 
plane,. he suece~dedm s~owm~ that the temperaLure 
at whlC~ any of these onen.tatlo~ls appear is directly 
propor~l~)l1al to the area A m tIns plane. By means 
of adchtlOnal assumptions, he was able to calculate 
appearance temperatures for these planes that com
p~red very favorabl.J with those observed. Although 
Ius treatment applIes to an unattractive substrate 
the difference in the appearance temperatures of 
~hese planes s~ould be the same on any substrate 
If th.e assumptIOn of a two-dimensional gas can be 
apphed to the diffusion process on the substra te 
smface. 

Brlick was aware of Dixi t's work at the time that 
he discussed his own experimen tal resul ts, but he 
rega~'de~l the. tre~ tmen t as inacLeq ua te although it 
was III hne wlth hIS own observation that the den est 
plane of the deposit tends to go parallel to the sub
st~'ate ~rst . H e ~oticed the seeming preference for 
mlsfi t JIl the onentations of nine metals on the 
cleavage face of rock sal t th at he observed experi
meJ?-tally, and attempted to explain the results by 
saylllg that the orientation appeared to be such as 
to make the sum of the distanees of the substrate 
~ons of one species from the deposit atoms a minimum 
~n a cell . H e says that the arrangement takes place 
III such a manner that ~or the range of an elementary 
cell the sum of the dlstances of the atoms of the 
uppermost layer of the substrate from those of the 
deposit lattice will be as small as possible. Brlick ' 
!'ule has been suppo~'ted by Uyeda, as we shall see 
m,a moment, but It has been criticized both by 
Brn and Gharpmey [14] and by Thomson and 
Cochrane [21]. 

Thomson and Cochrane poin t out that what would 
be a favorable orien tation in the first cell if Brlick 's 
rule were obeyed would be an unfavorable one later 
on. This is, of course, true, and in this respect 
~rlick'~ rul~ is inadequate although it points in the 
nght chrectlOn. If Brlick 's rule is extended how
ever , it can be used to define the most fa~orable 
orientation in terms of attractive bonding energy to 
the s,ubstra.te for t~e largest area of monolayer 
depOSIt lattICe that lS capable of fOl'lninO' over the 
substrate in question. This will be di~cussed in 
m?re de~ail, in section .5. Bru and Gharpurey dis
mISS B~'uck s explanatlOn as unconvincing in tha t 
among IOns of the same polarity the distance have 
rather to be large than small [13]. However , it 
d?es not appear to be necessary to minimize a 
dIstance-sum over ions of the same polarity . It is, 
for example, no t neces~ary to conceive of the {Ill } 
face of rock salt as belllg made up of sodium ions. 
To be absolutely realistic, the best {Ill } face that 
one could eut experimentally would wldoubtedly 
house both ionic species. It appears that the com
ment of Bru and Gharpurey must have been directed 



toward the fact that Bruck , in considering the cleav
age face of rock salt, imagined the sodium ions de
leted from the lattice, so that a simple face-centered 
-cubic structure of chloride ions remained. It was 
in a cell of this modified lattice that his rule applied. 
An extension of Bruck's rule to include antibonding 
as well as bonding energy will be discussed at 
length in section 5. 

Thomson [22], and Thomson and Cochrane [21] 
thought that steps and cracks on the surface are 
often a determining factor in producing epitaxy. 
Wilman [23] rejects the explanation of Thomson 
and Cochrane. H e states that rotational-slip results 
show that the existence of angles or edges of cleavage 
steps, whether these are macroscopic or only mona
tomic in height is quite unnecessary for epitaxial 
orientation to occur, bu t that if such steps or cracks 
are present, they may often determine the location 
or habit of the deposit crystals. 

Uyeda [15] regards the cracks and steps as con
tributing only a disturbance to the ideal case. H e 
r egards the preferred orientation as being induced 
by the periodic field of surface force , and has ad
vanced the following two assumptions in terms of 
which to discuss the 06ented growth of crystals: 
(l) The configuration of atoms in a crystal bud 
formed on a base is almost the same as that formed 
in a free space, and (2) the interaction between the 
base and the crystal decides the orien tation of 
-crystals. H e concludes that the orientation should 
be fixed while several atoms are gathering around a 
nucleus (compare Bruck's orientation in an ele
m entary cell) and states that this point of view 
supports Bruck's rule of orien tation and explains a 
few phenomena concerning orientation qualitatively. 
H e has, however, not made clear what he means by 
interaction between the base and crystal. Kainuma 
[24] has found evidence in favor of Uyeda's con
-elusion. 

Kubo and Miyake [25] suppose that the vaporized 
metal atoms, after wandering on the surface, finally 
.arrive at the foot of a nucleus and it is from here 
the crystal growth commences. 

The mathematical treatmen t of Frank and van del' 
Merwe [7 , 8] has already been referred to. Their 
theory is based on the properties of a one-dimensional 
dislocation model. It consists of a row of identical 
balls connected by identical springs having force 
constan t p,. The balls are acted on by a force that 
varies periodically with the position on the substrate. 
They let a be the wavelength of the potential due to 
the substJ'ate and W /2 be its amplitude. The 
potential energy is represented by the first harmonic 
term (amplitude W /2) in a Fourier series. A differ
ence may exist between the natural spacing b of 
the balls and the wavelength a of the substrate field. 
From the theory for the model it turns out that 
when the natural spacing b of the balls differs from 
the wavelength a of the substrate field, the lowest 
energy state of the system is one in which there are 
no dislocations (small regions in which the balls 
would be spaced more closely or less closely than 
normal) up to a certain critical value of the misfi t 

l /Po, where 

l /Po= (b/a - 1)crltlcal= 2/,1T'lo (3) 
and 

lo- -- • _ ( p,a2)l/2 
2W 

(4) 

By usmg L ennard-Jones forces, and by assuming 
interactions with other deposit atoms and with 
substrate atoms are similar, they find the value of 
lo to be about 7 and hence the critical value of the 
misfit to be about 9 percent. Below this critical 
misfit the monolayer in its lowest energy state is 
deformed into exact fit with the substrate. Above 
the cri tical misfi t it is only slightly deformed on the 
average, but it contains many dislocations. Up to 
the larger critical misfit of 14 percen t the monolayer 
can be deposited metastably in exact fit on the 
substrate at temperatures that are sufficiently low. 
Completely oriented overgrowth is to be expected 
only if the first monolayer can form over the entire 
surface under subcritical conditions. 

Smollett and Blackman [16] have investigated the 
stability of a strained two-dimensional layer. They 
evaluated the lattice constants of a two-dimensional 
alkali halide layer strained to fit on an alkali halide 
crystal substrate. For a series of cases in which 
oriented overgrowth is found experimentally they 
found instability in the initial deposited layer if it is 
strain ed to fit the substrate. They conclude that 
experimentally observed orientations cannot result 
from an initially uniformly strained layer such as is 
indicated by the Frank-v;ln del' Merwe theory. 
They further conclude tha t the initial lattice must 
be distorted in the sense that displacemen ts occur, 
but that the lattice constan t of the deposit material 
remains more or less unchanged. 

In analyzing the forces that operate in epitaxy 
from solution, Sloat and Menzies [6] state that the 
most important are the mutual attraction between 
the solu te ions and the substrate ions, and the mutual 
attraction between oppositely charged solute ions. 
Following Lennard-Jones and D ent [26] they fur ther 
analyze the first force mentioned into four parts: 
(1) Electrostatic attraction of the ionic charge to 
the valency charges of the substrate; (2) the force 
of attraction between substrate ions and the dipole 
which results from the polarization of the attracted 
ion by the surface field; (3) the attractive force 
resulting from the polarization of the surface ions / 
by the attracted ion; and (4) the van del' Waals 
attraction between neutral atoms. The van del' 
Waals attraction is operative at longer distances, but 
at short range the electrostatic force is much greater < 

in magnitude. They conclude that it is first the 
van del' 1Vaals force which is operative; then the 
electrostatic. They ascribe the final capture of an 
ion, and the fixing of the ion into the space lattice 
of the substra te, to the electrostatic forces. 

It appears that a similar mechanism must operate 
in the epitaxy of metals deposited from their vapors, 
although Rhodin [27, 28] has found rather surprising 
agreement on the assumption of van del' Waals 
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force . HO'wever, his criterion of the completion of 
the deposition of a monolayer was condu ctivity across 
the film. It is hard to believe that a continous 
monolayer of metal is ever produced because of the 
strong cohesive forces of the deposit. Rather it 
would seem that aggregates of a number of layer in 
depth eventually grow together. One can then 
hardly talk about the binding force of the first layer 
from a conductivity meas urement. 

4. A Model for Metal- Rock Salt Pairs 
In order to establish a basis on which prediction 

of metal-substrate pairs for vapor-phase deposition 
and of their epitaxial temperatures can be made, it 
i necessary to know the process involved. If this 
proce can be understood for one substrate, it can 
be generalized to others. With this view in mind the 
special case of the epi taxy of metals on a rock-salt 
ubs trate has been considered [28a] because a larger 

amO'Lmt of experimental data exists for this sub~ trate. 
We shall start with the following assumptions: 

(1) Orientation must result from the interplay of 
forces, and (2) the preferred orientation must be the 
configuration of lo·west energy. If we assume that 
the first layer of deposit-metal exists as atoms, the 

, forces, in addition to van der Waals forces, that are 
involved are electrostatic forces acting between the 
substrate ions and the dipoles induced by the sub-
trate ions in the neutral metal atoms. If, on the 

other hand, we consider that the atoms of the first 
layer of deposit-metal become ionized, they are 
electrostatic forces acting bet veen the ions of the 
substrate and deposit-metal ions on the urface. 
When neutral metal atoms arrive on the surface of 
the substrate, forces of the fir t kind are operative. 
If, after arrival on the surface, the deposit-metal 
atom permanently lose one or more electrons, force 
of the second kind exist. A true two-dimensional 
reaction can then occur between the deposit-metal 
ion and the anions of the substrate so that at the 
interface the three layers- substrate salt, deposit-

I metal salt monolayer, deposit-metal- exist. The 
deposit-metal salt that forms as a result of this re
action must be sufficien tly mobile to diffuse on the 
surface po sibly in the form of symmetrical units, or 
lattice cell fragments, such as discussed by Zener [29] 
until larger static aggregates are formed. It would 
appear that the epitaxial temperature should be re
lated not only to the mobility of this salt, which in 

r the form of larger aggregates is even tually firmly 
anchored to the substrate by true electrovalent bonds, 
but that the epitaxial temperature is also a function 
of the ionization potential of the respective metals. 
Thermal ionization at the expitaA-ial temperature is, 
of course, out of t he question because of the vanish
ingly small value of the Boltzmann factor. But the 

I combined effect of thermal energy and the availabil
, ity of electron traps on the surface could be sufficien t 
'I a we shall see in a momen t. If one plot the first 
ionization potential of each of the e metals against 

' the epitaxial temperature, there is no relation be
tween them. If, on the other hand, one plot the 
ionization potential of the most commonly encoun-

tered ionization tate, the trend i along a lin (see 
fig. 8, and reference [32]). For these metals the only 
valence states used that are higher than the lowest 
ionization state possible for the atom in que tion 
under usual conditions are Cu II , Au III , and Ni III. 
We shall return shortly to a discussion of the rea on
ableness of assuming that these will be the most 
stable valence states to be expected for these metals, 
and we shall consider first whether or not the proce s 
that has been advanced is energetically feasible. 

In considering what could constitute trapping sites 
for the electrons, one might at first sight fix upon the 
sodium ions. That this is not a logical choice, how
ever, is evident from the fact that if rock salt is 
heated in sodium-metal vapor, F -cen ters are formed 
in preference to the alternative that the lattice should 
house sodium metal interstitially. The F-center 
(Farbzentren , or color centers) are vacant chloride 
ion sites, which due to their effective positive charge, 
have trapped an electron whose orbit then extend 
over the sL'{ surrounding sodium metal ion . 'rhey 
may be regarded as a vacant negative ion site at 
which one of the nearest neighbor positive ions has 
gained the electron and become a neutral metal atom. 
If we write M for the deposit-metal, S f01" a vacant 
negative ion ite, and Ffor a color center, then we are 
concerned with the energy for the two-step proce s, 

tep (1): 

tep (2) : nS+ne~nF. 

(5) 

(6) 

The econd step in sodium chloride involve about 
2.7 ev. This is the peak of the chamcteristic absorp
tion band of the F-centers [30]. The metal atom, 
let u consider it to be ilver, is fir t adsorbed from 
the vapor onto the cleavage face of the rock salt. 
After a certain period of time, during which it is 
adsorbed on the surface, loss of an electron takes 
place. Since the silver atom is on the surface of the 
sodium chloride, the energy required is less than the 
gas phase ionization potential of silver. That is, the 
ionization potential i reduced because of the dielec
tric constant of the salt. Because a thermal rather 
than an optical process is involved, the tatic dielec
tric constant K is in question rather than K optical 
arising from the distortion of the electron clouds. 
The whole value of K would be effective only if the 
process took place below the surface of the crystal, 
that is, if the adsorbed atom were completely dis
solved in the rock salt. If the cleavage plane were 
atomically smooth, one might reasonably assume that 
the dielectric constant should be reduced by some
what less than half. Actually the factor 0.44 has 
been used as this gives the lowest positive value for 
flE in the case of silver for which the data are known 
mo t accurately. In addition to the energy available 
from eq (6) there is also available the energy of plac
ing a Ag+ ion over a Cl- ion on the cleavage plane. 
If the cleavage plane were atomically smooth , this 
energy would be given by [3 1] 

E = 0.066 e2, 

l' 
(7) 
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where e is the electronic charge, and where r is the 
Ag+-Cl- distance of separation. The first ionization 
potential of silver [32] is 7.574 ev, the dielectric 
constant of rock salt [30] is 5.62, and if we take the 
Ag+ - Cl- distance to be the sum of the ionic radii 
(Goldschmidt radii are Ag+= 1.13 A, 01-= 1.81 A), 
then 

If it is conceded that ionization of the deposit 
atoms does occur on the surface of the substrate, and 
the evaluation of the energies involved appears to 
indicate that such a process is feasible, then it must 
also be conceded that the epitaxial deposits consist 
of the layers : rock salt, deposit-metal salt, deposit
metal, of which the deposit-metal salt layer is a 

AE= 7.574 - 2 7- 0.066 e2 0 04 
L.l 0.44K · r . ev. 

monolayer. If this is indeed true, we must expect 
(8) in every case in which epitaxy is observed that there 

is epitaxy between rock salt and the deposit-metal 

In the case where a doubly charged ion is produced, 
as in Pd++, an additional energy is involved due to 
the polarization of the surface ions by the double 
positive charge. Wright [33] gives the potential 
when an electron is added at a positive ion site in 
sodium chloride as - 2.5 ev. It would appear that 
on the surface, although the Pd++ ion has only one 
nearest neighbor Cl- ion, it sees all of the ions in the 
plane on which it is standing, so that the polariza
tion energy is a large fraction of that which results 
when an electron is given to a positive ion in the 
interior of the salt. A reasonable guess might be 
0.7 of this value or 1.75 ev. In the case of forming a 
doubly charged ion, two F-centers are involved and 
the energy for placing the ion on a 0 1- ion in the 
plane is doubled. Because the second ionization 
potential of palladium is 19.42 ev [34], the energy for 
producing the Pd++ ion is given by 

f1E = ~.~·:~- 2(2 . 7)- 2(0.066 e2jr) - O. 7(2.5) = 0.0 1.' 

(9) 

There is little point in estimating the energy change 
for a triply charged ion such as Au+++ because of the 
uncertainty both in the value of the ionization 
potential and in the polarization energy. 

This value of f1E, however, does not determine the 
equilibrium constant. It is really the thermo
dynamic f1Eg or energy change for the reaction at the 
absolute zero of temperature. The equilibrium 
constant K is given by 

salt as well as epitaxy between the deposit-metal 
salt and the deposit-metal, and we must consider the 
lattice fit between the salt lattices, and that between 
the deposit-metal salt lattice and the deposit-metal 
lattice rather than the fit between the metal lattice 
and the rock-salt lattice as has been done so far. 

Following this point of view, when the silver metal 
itself deposits, it does so on an oriented surface of 
silver ions. H ere, three cell lengths of the silver 
chloride lattice (16.62 A) are closely equivalent to 
four cell lengths of bulk silver (16.32 A). The ease 
with which the films can be floated from the salt 
cakes seems to indicate that they are not bonded to 
the substrate cell by cell such as an additional layer 
of sodium chloride would be. Rather, there must 
literally be tunnels through which the water can 
flow under the film . 

Some very interesting experimental work has been 
done recently by Johnson [35] in regard to epitaxy 
of salts on metal surfaces. He found epitaxy be
tween rock salt and the following metals: Cu, Ag, 
Au, Zn, Pb, Sb, and Bi, when he evaporated a salt 
solution on the metal. Two metals known to exhibit 
epitaxy when deposited from the vapor onto a rock
salt cleavage plane were negative to Johnson's test. 
These were nickel and aluminum. While one might 
ascribe the negative result in the case of nickel to I 

the large misfit between the nickel lattice and the 
rock salt lattice, one could hardly advance this argu- I 

ment in the case of aluminum where the lattice con
stant is very close to that of silver and gold. The 
answer may then possibly be that it is not necessary 
that there should be epitaxy between rock salt and 
the metal itself, but that it is only necessary that 

(10) there should be epitaxy between rock salt and the 
metal salt; and again, epitaxy between the metal 

where R is the gas constant, T is the absolute tem
perature, and f1FO is the standard free-energy change. 

salt and the metal as has just been indicated. John- ' 
son explained his results by assuming the presence of 
an oriented oxide layer on the metal. Where the 
oxide layer was known to be amorphous, orientation .' 

(11) did not occur. In the case of silver and gold no 
oxide layer was considered to be present. In this I 

connection Johnson states that it is possible then 
that the oriented growth of sodium chloride on silver I 

did involve an intermediate thin layer of silver I 

For the ionization process postulated, the second 
term on the right for silver is 

chloride. Silver produced a much better orientation 
T [(Jf'O - Eg) (FO - Eg) of the sodium chloride than did the gold. In regard I 

T Ag+ + T F.center- to this, Johnson states that the difference in behavior 

(
Fa- EO 0) (FO- EOo) ] of silver and gold must be attributed to differences I' 

in their chemical activity. Bruck [11] also found 
T AgO- T vac .. nt.slte · that silver was a more efficient substrate material ' 

. . . . . than gold as is evident from the epitaxial tempera· 
ThIS m~~rm.atlOn IS not available and consequently tures that he found for deposit-substrate pairs given 
the equilIbrIUm constant cannot be calculated. in table 3. I 
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TABLE 3 

Substrate D eposit 

Ag Au 

0C °C 
KaCL .. ____ ._ .. 150 400 
A g ... _ .... __ ._._ 100 300 
Au . ___ ._. __ • __ .. 250 

Sloat and M enzies [6] have shown that sodium 
chloride can orien t silver chloride and Wilman [36] 
has shown that silver can orient silver chloride. 
Consequently, orientation is possible througJ:t the 
three layers: N aCI, AgCI, and Ag. In the lIst of 
positive and negative cases of epitaxy given by van 
del' 1I1erwe [8] it is indicated that copper does not 
orient cuprous chloride. It remains to be hown 
that copper does orient cupric chloride since accord
ing to the plot of epitaxial temperatme against 
ionization potential shown in figme one i led to 
believe that the divalent salt forms . Only by obtain
ing similar data for the other metals for which the 
epitaxial temperatme on rock sal t is lmown, can it 
be shown that the valence state indicated by the 
epitaxial temperature is the only ionization state for 
which the metal salt will orient bo th the substrate 
alt and the metal deposit. 

Of the metals 0 far considered (data of Bruck [11]) 
I the only valence states used that are higher than the 

lowest state possible for the elements in question 
under usual conditions were Cu II, Au III, and Ii III. 
In determining whether or not chlorides in these 
valence states would be stable at the epitaxial tem
peratures required , one mu t consider both the 
stabilizing effect of the sodium chloride and the fact 
that a monolayer is in question. Morris [37], for 
example, has found that amic chloride solution 
containing sodium chloride is stable to 4500 C but 
auric chloride by itself decomposes at a much lower 
temperatme. What effect stabilization due to the 
odium chloride may have in determining the valence 
tate that should be observed can only be mmi ed. 

The chemistry of thin layer , let alone monolayers, 
has been investigated very little. In regard to the 
u e of the higher oxidation state for gold, it is note
worthy that amous chlo!'ide un~ergoes dismutation 
with ease to produce aunc chlonde and gold. 

The limitations of the graph shown in figme 
must be clearly borne in mind. Each of the six 
metals on it has the cubic face-centered lattice type. 
The epitaxial temperatm e for each is for deposition 
of the {I DO } plane parallel to the {I DO } plan e of 
rock salt. It is to be noted that for face-centered 
cubic lattices, the orien tation with the {lll } plane 
parallel to the substrate sh~uld o.ccm !1t a lower 
temperatme than that for onentatIOn of the {l00} 
plane parallel to the ubstrate. However, the 
orientation with the {Ill } plane parallel to the sub
strate in many cases never appears. Bruck, for 

. example, observed that this wa true for copper, 
palladiUJ?-, nic:kel, and cobalt. He found . that the 
{111 } onentatIOn parallel to the substrate dId appear 
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for gold and aluminum and that there was some 
indication of its appearance for ilver. The fact 
that it does appear in aluminum, and must be forced 
out by increase in temperature, may account for the 
poorer fit of aluminum on the graph. If the epitaxial 
temperatme for laying down the {111 } plane of 
aluminum parallel to the substrate (which may be 
taken to be about 3500 C since above thi value the 
{100 } plane tarts to depo it) were u ed for alumi
num, this metal would have a much better fit on the 
graph. Thi, too, would be in line with the assump
tion that the metal must be ionized to be oriented at 
all. Gold would also be displaced to the left on thi 
reasoning. 

In the di cu ion of DL'l:it's inve tigation in ection 
3, it was pointed out that although hi treatmen t 
applies to an unattractive substrate, the difference 
in his appearance temperatures hould be correct for 
any ubstrate if the a sumption of a two-dimensional 
gas can be applied to the diffu ion process on the 
substrate smface. For silver, Dixit fLDds the {111 } 
appearance temperature to be 659 0 C an d tha t of the 
{100 P face 801 0 C. The difference i 142 degree . 
Bruck reports that silver can be oriented fairly well 
at room temperatme. At 1500 C he obtained single 
crystal orientation with the {100 } face parallel to the 
ubstrate, but sometimes, in the foil nearly oriented 

to a single crystal, there was a light superimposition 
with the {111 } tructme. Assuming that the first 
observed orientation was with the {Ill } plane parallel 
to the rock alt, the temperatme range between the 
two orientations is about 130 degree. For ahnni
num on an unattractive substrate Dixit found for 
the {Ill } appearance temperature 264 0 C, for the 
{100 } appearance temperature 346 0 C, and for the 
{110 } appearance temperature 602 0 C. The cliffer
ence between the appearance temperatures for the 
{ 100 } and {111 } planes i 82 degrees. In regard to 
aluminum Bruck states that above 3500 C the ingle 
crystal drives out gradually the {Ill } structme lmtil 

3 Dixit, who was considerlng lnterplanar spaclngs, used the notations (200} a nd 
{222 } instead of POO } and {HO}. 
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it only exists at 440 0 O. The aluminum film at 
440 0 0 has the {100 } plane parallel to the rock-salt 
cleavage plane. This is a temperature range of 90 
degrees, which again compares favorably with the 
difference in Dixit's calculated values. This agree
ment appears to indicate that the same assumption 
of a two-dimensional gas may be applied to attractive 
substrates. 

There appear then to be two temperature depend
ent processes: (1) the ionization process and (2) the 
process by which the {Ill }, {100 }, and {110 } planes 
orient parallel to the substrate. The secortd process 
is a complicating factor in the first . The answer to 
the question as to why orientation with the {Ill } 
plane parallel to the substrate does not make its 
appearance for every metal is not clear. It must be 
energetically forbidden. The answer may be simply 
that the temperature required to produce ions that 
can be oriented at all in sufficient number is already 
in excess of that at which the {Ill } plane would 
orient parallel to the substrate if ions had been avail
able. Then the next most densely populated plane, 
the {100 } plane for the face-centered cubic structure, 
would show up. 

5 . Retrospect 

In this section we return to the experimental re
sults that have been cited for the deposition of metals 
from their vapors onto a rock salt substrate to find 
if the ionization process that has been advanced can 
explain the orientations which have been found . At 
its epitaxial temperature, Bruck found that silver 
deposits on the cleavage face of rock sal t in the way 
indicated in figure 4, although, if there were a relative 
rotation of 45 degrees, the orientation designated as 
not found in figure 4, the misfit would be very much 
less. It is interesting to observe from the two
dimensional sketches that the misfi t orientation that 
is actually found places a chloride ion in closest prox
imity to a silver atom (or silver ion, in terms of the 
ionization process discussed) and leaves the sodium 
ions with no silver close by. If the silver cube 
diagonal did lie along the rock-salt cube edge (the 
orientation involving best fit , but which is not found) 
a sodium ion would make a close approach to a silver 
atom. If the silver atom is really a silver ion, this 
would involve repulsion. If silver ions, rather than 
silver atoms, are involved, the orientation observed 
is in accord with Royer's second rule, which says 
essentially that you will not get epitaxy if ions of the 
wrong polarity have to be brought together. This 
rule is for the orientation of charged ions depositing 
out of solution. The fact that it indicates as impos
sible the orientation that is actually not found, but 
which one would expect to find on the basis of best 
fit , lends support to the idea that charged ions are 
involved. The orientation that is found appears to 
try to establish as closely a possible a monolayer 
lattice of silver chloride using the anions of the sub
strate. The lattice constant of silver chloride 
(a=5.545 A) is nearly the same as the la ttice con
stant of sodium chloride (a= 5.628 A ). A close 

approach to this hypothesis was made by Drabble 
(38) who concluded that the epitaxy is such that the 
nearest possible coordination fit between the silver 
chloride (sodium chloride type structure) and silver 
structures occurs across the interface. The conclusion 
of Drabble is cited by Bn]. and Gharpurey [13 , 14) 
in regard to their own experimental results. 

In the deposition of silver on the {100 } face of rock 
salt at 450 0 C one sees again in the orientation not 
observed that sodium ions would be brought close to 
silver ions and the situation is the same as that just 
discussed (see fig . 5). It was pointed out in regard 
to the deposition of silver on the {110} face of rock 
salt that if the silver were rotated through 90 degrees, 
the fit would be nearly perfect, but that this orienta
tion is not found . The orientation of best fit which 
is not found experimentally would again involve a I 

close approach of the silver ions to the sodium ions 
(see fig. 6). 

As was also pointed out previously, Bruck found I 

that whereas the cubic face-centered metals grew 
with the {100 } plane resting on the {100 } of rock 
salt and oriented with their cube edges parallel to the 
rock-salt cube, the cubic body-centered metals grew 
on the contact surface turned at 45 degrees to the 
rock salt cube. From figure 4 it is clear that in the 
case of a cubic body-centered metal, there would be 
no interference from repulsion of sodium ions in de
positing such a metal with its cube diagonal along 
the sodium chloride cube edge because there would be 
no deposit-metal ions in these posit ions. 

We see that although Bruck's rule points in the 
right direction, it needs to be extended. If we con
sider that electrostatic forces are involved, we must 
say that the arrangement is such as to give maxi
mum bonding to the substrate for the largest aggre
gate that is capable of forming. One must then 
sum the attractive bonding energy, and the repul
sive antibonding energy between each silver ion and 
its four nearest neighbor substrate ions of each spe- . 
cies over the area that is defined by the points where 
exact fit is obtained between the substrate salt lat
t ice and the deposit-metal salt lattice. If the sum 
of the attractive energies (-) added to the sum of 
the repulsive energies (+) is negative, the arrange
ment is stable, bu t if it is positive, the arrangement 
in question should not exist. It should be possible 
to explain all of the orientations that have been 
found by determining these sums graphically both 
for these orien tations and for other possible orienta- , 
tions which are no t observed. It should also be pos
sible to explain the laying down of the {I OO } plane 
and the {110} plane of the face-centered cubic met
als parallel to the substrate at higher temperatures 
as higher energy configurations which are neverthe
less stable (i. e., the sign of the sum is negative). 

A small square region (15 cell lengths by 15 cell 
lengths) of silver-chloride lattice imposed on the 
rock-salt lattice has been mapped. A silver ion was 
placed directly over a chloride ion at the origin and 
actual measurement of Ag+ - 01- distances, and ' 
Ag+-Na+ distances was carried out in the first quad
rant only. At a cell having coordinates of seven 
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cell lengths from the origin along both the ordinate 
and abscissa the mi fit ha become about 10 per
cent. The cell at thi distance from the origin is 
shown in figure 9. Each silver ion in the area con
sidered has four chloride ion neighbors and four 
sodium ion neighbors in the plane below the silver 
ion monolayer. Planar distances, which were meas
ured, were converted to actual distances by means 
of a graph of planar distance versus actual distance 
for which the actual distances were computed by 
using a 20-inch log-logvector slide rule. The bond
inO' energy is the sum of e2/r, where the distances, r, 
ar~ those of the silver ions from their chloride ion 
neiO'hbors. The antibonding energy is the sum of 
e2/r'" where the distances, r, are those of the silver 
ion~ from their sodium ion neighbors. In the count
ing process, each distance is counted twice except 
for the Ag+-CI- distance at the center of the cube 
face. Where distances were counted twice, half the 
urn was taken . The result for the first row along 

the abscissa for even and a half cells was 7.092 e2 

for the bonding energy, and 4.821 e2 for the anti
bonding energy. The net bonding energy was 2.271 e2• 

For the seventh row above the abscissa where net 
the maximum misfi t reached about 10 percent, the 
bonding energy had decreased only to 2. 259 e2• 

At this rate of decrease a very large area could be 
covered before the antibonding energy became equal 
to the bonding energy. In this connection, H ass [3 9] 
has found that very thin silver films deposited on 
collodion exist as isolated granules 100 A to 150 A 
in diameter , but that thin silver films deposited on 
rock salt do not contr act as strongly in to isolated 
O'ranules. M easuremen t of di tances for only the 
first cell at the origin wi th the silver chloride turned 
at 45 degrees with respect to the rock salt cube gave 
an energy already lightly an tibonding. H ence a t 
a nucleus consisting of the first cell, this orientation 
became impossible. 

To find if this basis for predicting epitaxial tem
peratures has any real value, Suddeth and McCraw 
have carried out evaporations of metals in a vacuum 
on rock salt at temperature which their common 
ionization poten tial would indicate to be about 
correct on the graph of epitaxial temperature 
against ionization po tential (see fig. 8). In the case 
of lead, which according to its ionization potential 
should have oriented at about 200 0 C, a slight orien
tation was found at 225 0 C. However , the results 
with lead were no t reproducible even among separate 
deposits on the same cleavage surface which were 
made simultaneously and in no case was complete 
single crys tal orientation obtained . It is possible 
that the misfi t was too large and that bet ter results 
would have been obtained on potassium chloride, but 
there was no potassium chloride single crystal on 
hand at the time to use for the purpose. Lead is 
cubic face-centered with a= 4.93. Lead chloride is 
or thorhombic. The cell dimensions ar e: a= 9.030, 
b= 7.608, and c= 4.525. 

According to the gr aph of epitaxial temperature 
against ionization potential, antimony, with a com
mon valence of three, should orien t a t about 3800 C. 
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FIG U RE 9. 11!l isfitted silver ion lattice on rock salt. 

. , Silver ion; X, sodium ion; 0, chloride ion 

Suddeth and M cCraw have found partial orientation 
for antimony from 250° to 410° C. They found 
appearances in the diffraction patt.em s similar to 
those ob erved by Bruck for alumillum and gold, 
which he interpreted as the tran ition from depo itio?
with the { Ill } face parallel to the substrate to deposI
tion with the {100} face parallel to the substrate. 
uddeth and M cCraw have not as yet obtained a 

perfect ingle cry tal of antimony having only the 
{100} face parallel to the rock sal t. Antimony ha 
the arsenic-type lattice. For the antimony cell 
a= 4.50, and the nearest neighbor di tance d i 2.87. 
Data for an timony trichloride do not seem to be 
available. For SbI3 in a bimolecular cell, ao= 8.1 6 
with a= 54°14' and in a hexagonal pseudo cell 
aa = 7.466 and c~ = 20 . 9. 

According to the graph of epi taxial temp~ra ~ure 
against ionization po tential , platinum for an lO:t;;lza
tion state of two should on en t at about 250 C. 
Thirsk [40] by employing evaporation from a hot 
platinum \,;ire, .has obtained . ori~nta tion of P t on 
potassimn chlonde at the epI taxIal temperature of 
250° C with the P t-cube edge parallel to the cube 
edge of the substrate. The {100} face of potas ium 
chloride was used. The epitaxial temperature on 
rock salt will not be very differen t judging from the 
data of Bruck where he used potassium chloride as 
substrate as well as sodium chloride. The data for 
the three metals for which he found the epitaxial 
temperature on both substrate are given in table 4. 

TABLE 4 

Substrate ::vletal Epitaxial 
deposit temperature 

---
·C 

NaCL ___ ________ Ag 150 
KCL ___________ Ag 150 
NaCL _______ ____ Pd 250 KCL __ __________ Pd 250 
NaCL ____ _______ Nl 370 KCL __ __________ Ni 410 
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Bruck pointed out in regard to these data that the 
temperature varied in the caso of nickel where the 
misfit was large. 

Consequently, it seems fairly certain that when an 
adequate method is used for depositing platinum on 
rock salt, it will be found to orient at a temperature 
close to that predicted by the graph of epi taxial 
temperature against ionization potential. 

Suddeth and McCraw made an evaporation of tin 
at the epitaxial temperature which the graph would 
predict for the valence state of two. The result was 
negative with pure tin but showed considerable orien
tation in an impure sample which probably contained 
lead. 

6. Summary 

From an analysis of experimental data on the 
formation of oriented deposits of metals from their 
vapors in a vacuum onto salt substrates, it appears 
reasonable to suppose that a surface ionization proc
ess may explain the existence of metal ions that are 
brought into preferred orientations by attractive 
electrostatic forces that act between them and the 
subtrate ions. A relation between ionization poten
tial and the epita}"'1al temperature at which the 
{l00 } plane deposits parallel to the {loa } plane of 
t he rock-salt substrate has been found which may 
be useful as a basis for making predictions as to the 
temperature at which orientation will occur. The 
results appear to indicate that the sequence of 
layers-substrate salt, deposit-metal aIt monolayer, 
deposit-metal-exists. 

In making a prediction of a substrate-metal pair 
and of the temperature at which orientation of the 
{loa } plane of the deposit parallel to the {lOa } 
plane of the substrate should occur: (a) It is neces
sary to consider the lattice fit between the substrate 
salt and the deposit-metal salt, and the lattice fit 
between the metal salt and the metal. (Structure 
data for many of the metal salts in the anhydrous · 
state are at present unavailable.) (b) The epi
taxial temperature can be roughly estimated from 
the accompanying graph by using the most common 
ionization potential of the metal in question. But 
if the metal salt corresponding to this ionization 
potential is unstable, or if this s9,lt cannot orient on 
the substrate salt, a higher ionization state (and cor
respondingly higher epitaxial temperature) may be 
required. 

I express my appreciation to L. Marton for his 
continued interest in this work, and to Robert G. 
Breckenridge for his suggestions and encouragement. 
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